A function plays a pivotal role when it comes to the improvement of system task information. It is the basis for a guarantee of effectiveness and performance of the system. However, this implies that for the function health to be fully effective its resources need also to be up to par. An antagonistic relationship between the function resource and the function health, wherein the resources are of low standard only brings about downgrade in performance and effectiveness of the function. In this paper, we aim to showcase a study on the relation of functions and resources effectiveness from the data of functions' resource effectiveness matrix and how it can excavate the health relation between resources and functions. In previous studies, most methods focused on designing complex algorithms to extract dense connected resources from one function's resource effectiveness matrix. We propose our own method for the mining of frequent dense resources across multiple discrete-value function-resource effectiveness matrix. It has proven to be better as the experimental results show our algorithm can extract frequent dense resource sets that satisfy the specified conditions in a more efficient way.
INTRODUCTION
Over the years, the avionics system's functional requirements have improved immensely. Such an improvement has led also to enhancement in performance and complexity of the system including the system's resource requirements. However, the system's reliability and safety have had a fallout as they are significantly reduced. The assembly of the avionics system becomes more intricate than ever. Thus, the resources' competence directly influences the effectiveness of the avionics system as damage to them might cause some inefficiencies to the system. Contemporary research has demonstrated that by studying the level of efficiency of resources we obtain the basis for building presage and health management systems [1] . Efficiency level of resources impacts the function level of the system. Studying the call relation of functions and resources effectiveness from the data of functions' resource effectiveness matrix can excavate the health relation between resources and functions.
There are two distinctive research fields on which the research between function and resource relationship absorbed. The first one is the focused on how to mine differential resource patterns from the function's resource effective matrix efficiently [2, 3] . The second one gives attention on how to mine biclusters with maximal variant usage rate and maximal low usage rate in function-resource matrix [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . Fewer studies, however, have paid attention on how to mine differential resource patterns from multiple functions' effectiveness matrixes expeditiously with efficiency given the statistic of different functions performance being based on the different requirements of resource effectiveness. Our study can aid in finding potential hazards when tasked to perform multiple functions simultaneously. A method we propose, that is, to mine frequent dense resources patterns across multiple discrete-value function-resource effectiveness matrix. This will enable us to tackle the above problems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the problem formulation and some definitions needed. Section III contains a proposed algorithm to mine frequent dense resources across multiple discrete-value function-resource effectiveness matrix. Going on to section IV, we give the experimental results to demonstrate the validity of the algorithm. Finally, we give the conclusion in section V.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
A great amount of state monitoring and data processing modules are used in the aircraft for us to effectively analyze the aircraft safety. The resource effectiveness matrix defined as a two-dimensional real matrix D R S  is shown in TABLE I.   TABLE I. INTEGER-VALUED RESOURCE SNAPSHOT MATRIX.  S1  S2  S3  S4  R1  1  2  3  4  R2  1  2  3  4  R3  1  2  3  4  R4  4  3  2  1  R5  1  1  1  1  R6  2  2  2  2  R7  1  2  3  4  R8  2  2  2  2 Depicted in the above table, row section R represents the resource name; column section S references the different sampling sites. Element ij D of matrix D is an integer number which indicates the effective value of resource i under sampling j. To facilitate effective mining, the original valid values in the resource effectiveness matrix can be discretized into 1, 2…. N. Amongst the values, the lowest effectiveness of resources is represented by 1, and N takes on the highest effectiveness of resources. In TABLE I, the value of N is 4.
The function's resource effective matrix can therefore be modeled as a simple unweighted and undirected graph, where each resource is represented by one node and two resources are connected with an edge if their sampling values show the same specified trend (See definition 2).
Definition 1 Assuming the values of resource R1 in two consecutive samples S1 and S2are expressed as V1 and V2, the trend of resource R1in S1 and S2 can be defined.
if 21
VV  , resource R1 represents uptrend between S1 and S2;
2. if , 21 VV  resource R1 represents downtrend between S1 and S2;
3. if 21 VV  , resource R1 represents invariance between S1 and S2. Definition 2 Assuming the values of resource R1 in all the sampling values, the trend of resource R1 can be defined as follows:
1. any two adjacent sampling values are satisfied with the requirements of definition1.1, the trend of resource effectiveness is uptrend; 2. any two adjacent sampling values are satisfied with the requirements of definition1.2, the trend of resource effectiveness is downtrend; 3. any two adjacent sampling values are satisfied with the requirements of definition1.3, the trend of resource effectiveness is invariance;
A densely connected subgraph in such graph may thus correspond to a tight connected resource set with the same trend of effectiveness when the function is performed. Therefore, the problem of mining differential resource patterns from multiple function's effectiveness matrixes can be formulated as:
Given n graphs with m common nodes, search all frequent dense vertexes set which are densely connected in at least in k graphs (0 ) kn  . In the following, we present some definitions needed to illustrate our method.
Definition 3 (Graph Set). A graph set
 , where the graphs in this set share a common vertex set V .
Definition 4 (Graph Density). Consider a graph ( , )
G V E , its density is defined as
E and V represent the number of vertices and edges respectively.
Obviously, the density of a graph ranges from 0 to 1. In practice, G is called a dense graph only if
In order to mine dense vertex sets, we use the following terms to analyze whether one edge is in the dense connected environment.
Definition 5 (Edge Clustering Coefficient). Given a graph ( , )
G V E , the edge clustering coefficient of uv E  ( , 
, u v z is number of triangles pass through uv .
The edge clustering coefficient counts the number of triangles containing a given edge. Although the number of triangles can reflect the density of a subgraph, it does not work well for networks with few short circuits or even no circuits.
Definition 6 (Edge Density Coefficient [12] ). Given a graph
where u d and v d represent the degree of vertices u and v respectively, uv g is the subgraph induced by edge uv .
From the definition above, we see that EDC is actually related to the density of the subgraph induced by an edge. If EDC is very large, then the edge will locate within a dense subgraph with high probability; otherwise, if it is very small, then the edge may bridge between dense subgraphs with high probability.
Definition 7 (Frequent Dense Vertex Set). Given a graph set
, a set of vertices VV   is a frequent dense vertex set if the density of its induced subgraphs S V E where the average edge density coefficient of each edge ê E  is larger than a user-defined threshold.
METHODS
The arduous task of mining frequent dense resource sets arises from the fact that the connected dense resource set are concealed among a vast expanse of superfluous edges. The extraneous edges can be defined as those having no contribution to the formation of frequent dense resource sets, and can be divided into five categories: 1) an edge is sparsely connected with other edges; 2) an edge is densely connected only in a few graphs; 3) an edge bridges two densely connected subgraphs in the summary graph; 4) an edge is not present in summary graph; 5) some dense connected edges appear in a subset of graphs 
end
The pseudocode in line 2 of the algorithm singles out those sparsely connected edges in each individual graph i G . It cancels out those edges whose
f  to circumvent eliminating pertinent edges. Line 3 of the pseudocode of the algorithm constructs a summary graph S . The pseudocode in line 4 of the algorithm prunes those edges bridging two dense subgraphs in summary graph S ; Pseudocode in line 5 of the algorithm returns to each graph i G by reserving those edges that remained in the summary graph S .
Algorithm1 eradicates an excessive amount of extraneous edges whereas algorithm2 is designed to cluster the edges in the summary to obtain the potential subsets of D. The algorithm 2 comprises chiefly of two processes: one of the processes being projecting all vectors to these seed vectors and the other one being the selection of a seed vector with the largest weight to cluster. The pseudocode of algorithm 2 is as below. The majority rule is used to determine a cluster center based on the vectors in set T as indicated in step 7 of algorithm 2. For each precise bit, we just count their weight of 1s and 0s. Given the outcome of the 1s' weight being larger than that of 0s, we conclude it to be 1 and vice-versa. The number of edges that can be signified can be cross referenced to the weight of the centers. The larger it is, the more frequent dense resource sets they may contain. Having a center's weight being too small will allow us to discard it.
We proceed to refined filtering on those subsets after applying algorithm1 and algorithm 2 to graph sets. This would be our final procedure. A three steps process is 
RESULTS
We shall make a contrast of the results yielded by the above algorithm and known results in this unit. The hardware environment of the experiment is Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-5200U CPU@ 2.20GHz 2.20GHz and 8G memory; the software environment is Windows 7 Ultimate operating system (64bit);the algorithm programming and operating environment is Visual C++6.0.
Experimental data was taken to be the simulated data. Having this beforehand, we produced 20 functions' resource effective matrix, each function having the same 200 resources. The sampling value of each resource is between 0 and 10 at random, each resource having been sampled 15 times. The original effective value in resource effectiveness matrix is discretized into 1, 2, 3, ...,10 values, that is, the sampling value of each resource  can be discretized into    . The rule used in constructing the network is: two resources having one edge should also have the same uptrend. For us to verify the correctness of the algorithm, we use the dividing block idea to create the frequent and dense resource patterns: for resource1 to resource 28, and resource 135 to resource 178, any two resources in function 1, function 3, function 5, function 9, function 11, function 15 and function 19 show an upward trend; for resource30 to resource 58, and resource 109 to resource 138, any two resources in function 2, function 4, function 6, function 7, function 8, function 10 and function 18 show an upward trend; any two resources of the others present an uptrend at the probability 0.8, 0.7, 0.6 pout  , respectively. Therefore, we get 20 networks at 0.8, 0.7, 0.6 pout  , respectively. Repeat the process above 2 times, then we get another two graph sets, each graph set having 20 networks at 0.8, 0.7, 0.6 pout  . As we move on to applying the above algorithm, we obtain frequent dense resource sets from each graph set, where the frequent threshold is 0.3, and the density threshold is 0.8,0.6,0.7 respectively.
Rand Index [13] is a measure of the similarity between two data clustering methods. From a mathematical standpoint, Rand Index is related to the accuracy, but is applicable even when class labels are not used. Therefore, we apply the Rand Index to evaluate the ultimate results. The Rand Index is defined as:
where a is the number of vertex pairs that belong to the same cluster for both partition I and II; b is the number of vertex pairs that belong to the same cluster in partition I, but belong to two clusters for partition II; c is the number of vertex pairs that belong to two clusters for partition I, but belong to the same cluster for partition II; d is the number of vertex pairs that belong to two clusters for both partition I and II. In this paper, partition I refers to the known frequent dense resource sets, while partition II refers to the frequent dense resource sets obtained by our algorithm.
Notably, the larger the Rand Index, the more likely that the final partition is consistent with the prescribed community structures. The comparison result is shown in Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3 . From the results shown in Figure 1 , Figure 2 and Figure 3 , we can get the following conclusions: 1) Our algorithm described in section 3 enables the mining of frequent dense resource patterns that fulfil stated requirements across multiple function resource effective matrix in a competent way.
2) With the increase of density threshold, this algorithm's accuracy on mining resource patterns can upsurge.
3) From the results where pout=0.8,0.7,0.6 respectively, our algorithm can be applied to the resource effective matrix of the function that has some tolerant fault.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed an outline to frequent dense resources across multiple discrete-value function-resource effectiveness matrix in this paper. Confirmation that our algorithm can extract frequent dense resource sets that satisfy the specified conditions more efficiently is testimony of the results. The main idea is to filter out irrelevant edges and identify potential subsets of networks. Our algorithm mainly consists of four processes: (1) Construct the network according to each function's resource effective matrix; (2) Coarse filtering; (3) Clustering subsets of graphs; (4) Refined filtering on those subsets. Our method can be scalable in the number and size of graphs to be mined, and it also is extendable to weighted and directed graphs. We demonstrated its application in identifying frequent dense resource sets on the simulated data, and the discovered frequent dense resource sets can be used to find potential hazards when performing multiple functions simultaneously. 
